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New CMP
Opens Shutter
T

he new California Museum of
Photography opened April 7
after a series of construction delays
in the renovation work on the former Kress variety store in downtown
Riverside, CA. Now housed in the
new facility is the huge KeystoneMast collection of over 250,000 stereo negatives and 100,000 prints,
donated to the CMP by the Mast family in 1977 and long stored in the
museum's cramped quarters at the
University of California, Riverside
(site of the 1986 NSA convention).
The new museum is a 23,000
square-foot, four-level showcase of
photographic history, art and technology. With its several collections
of cameras, equipment and images it
has the scope, if not the size, of any
of the leading photography museums in the world. Seven galleries allow a variety of permanent and
special exhibits to be featured at the
same time. A walk-in camera obscura is built into the front facade of
the museum's uDDer
level. where
*
visitors will see an inverted image of
the Riverside mall in front of the
museum. The lower level includes a

.

The exhibit "Images and Apparatus: Photographic Technology From the Bingham
Collection" is one of several opening presentations at the new CMI?

Facade of the remodeled CMP building
as designed b y architect Stanley
Saitowitz. Camera obscura chamber is
at center.

About 250 pounds of glass stereo negatives roll down the street as the Keystone-Mast
Collection moves to its new home, May, 1990.

study center, library, photo lab, and
the collection room-repository of
the thousands of historic images
created and/or purchased by the
Keystone View Company.
(Continued on page 18)
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Front Cover:
' A Crowded Street Market, Hong-Kong."
No. 32 from the first series (1927) o f the
Peeps Into M a n y Lands stereoscopic cigarette cards issued by Cavanders Ltd with
Army Club cigarettes. This image is from
one of the medium size card pairs, which
were to be inserted in the Camerascope
viewer as separate left O right pieces.
Several British companies produced stereo
cards in a variety of sizes to promote their
cigarettes. The feature "BritishStereoscopic
Cigarette Cards" by John Bradley includes
examples of most known formats and

Dear Source;

I

t seems to be helpful, every few
years, to remind NSA members
both old and new that it's exactlv
your input and sharing of ideas, research and general knowledge that
makes Stereo World possible. That
sharing (combined with some horsetrading in stereographica) is the reason for the existence of the NSA in
the first place. The magazine's
generally high quality and growing
reputation regarding both appearance and content are the results of
time and effort contributed bv members with skills and interests covering every aspect of stereo imaging.
So again the reminder; DON'T
take it for granted that all this material spews forth from a cosmic stereo
worm-hole or faxes unbidden from
the processors of some multi-funded
research institute. Our sources for
everything from features to news
items are our readers - with their
own special interests, connections,
inspirations, resources and passions.
Some of course have the time and
experience to contribute more than
others. But often the new areas of
coverage are opened up by people
contacting us for the first time with
their efforts. Remember: there is no
"staff" here grinding out articles or
intercepting secret satellite transmissions of 3-D related news items. If
vou don't at least send us a card
about your news or idea or project,
it may never be published in any
form anywhere!

Send Clippings
The same thing applies to articles
or items appearing in other publications. Every month, at least one stereo related item appears in some
technical or historical or photographic magazine. If you see it, send
us a clipping or a Xerox before the
magazine is misplaced, borrowed,
eaten by the dog or recycled. If the
publication is very specialized or obscure, include its full address. Unless
it's a cover story in Newsweek or
Popular Photography, don't assume
that somebody else will have noticed it.
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Holmes Library Curators Ray and
Marge Holstein have asked that
NSA members also send clippings or
xeroxes of stereo related articles to
the library in order to help it become
as complete as possible. One of the
strengths of the Holmes Library is
its holdings of material relating to
any and all aspects of stereo imaging

past or present. Yet even some articles written by members for specialized publications only find their way
to the library (or SW) by accident or
after a long delay. Material sent to
the library should include complete
information concerning author,
publisher and date. m

The First NSA View-Master
Three Reel Packet
A Limited Edition Collector's Item!
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Reels A & B contain scenes from
some of the programs presented at
NSA PORTLAND 89, the 15th annual convention of the National
Stereoscopic Association, Aug. 4-7,
1989, Portland, Oregon.
Reel C is a collection of scenes
from several View-Master "DR" and

Plant Tour reels and is the only commemorative reel to be published as a
token of the 50th anniversary
celebration.
Packets are $6.00 including postage from NSA, Box 398, Sycamore,
OH 44882. m

View-Master History Reprint Available
The feature "Seven Billion Windows on the World - View-Master
Then and Now" appeared in the
now out-of-print Mar./Apr. '84 issue of Stereo World. This 18 page illustrated history of the View-Master
company has now been reprinted in

a separate, updated version and is
available for $3.00 including postage
from the NSA Back Issue Service,
Box 398, Sycamore, OH 44882. m

Letters
Wanted: 49 Top Views

I

1

am currently working on a book
project in which I hope the NSA
membership will act as participants.
The book will feature 49 select stereo views made prior to 1945. The
criteria for inclusion will be
stereoscopic effect, subject, print
quality and historic significance.
Each view will be reproduced actual
size and the book will include 7
View-Master reels. Limited to 1,000
numbered and signed hardbound
copies, the book will be of the
highest quality.
Members are asked to submit one
or more stereo views from their collections for possible use. Also,
members may suggest a view or
views not in their collections which
they would like to see selected. Participants are asked to submit Xerox
copies at first for editing purposes.
Once the view is selected, I will inform you when and how to ship for
copying. All participants with
selected views will receive a complimentary copy of the book.
Send your copies or suggested
views to John Waldsmith, P.O. Box
191, Sycamore, OH. 44882.

Lustre No Sin
It delighted me to read about
"Lustrous" Stereo by Neal DuBrey
in the Nov/Dec 1989 issue of Stereo
World.
I am a stereoscopic painter and
graphic artist and first made use of
this important effect in a series of
large acrylic canvases I produced in
1972.
The use of the term "Lustre" is attributed to a 19th Century Scientist,
H.W. Dove. Stereo World readers interested in pursuing this can find it
in the following reference: O.N.
Rood, On Dove's Theory of Lustre,
Journal of Science 81, 339 (1861).
Lustre continues to interest me as
a painter. It is more than just a curious or "annoying" effect and
deserves serious attention by artists.
Lustre derives quite directly from
the work of French Impressionist
painters, particularly Seurat and
Monet, who employed the concept

of optical mixture of adjacent pointillist dots of color to achieve in the
mind a sense of spatial color atmosphere in their canvases. What I
have found in taking this a step farther into a stereoptic space field is
that one can actually impress the
real fusion of whole color fields
mixed in the mind. These fields
viewed stereoscopically appear to
excite actual virtual space with an
almost electrical colorescent reality.
I'm currently exploring this
phenomenon and the whole of stereo space aesthetics by "painting
with light," as I call it, via high resolution computer graphic technology.
Roger Ferragallo
El Sorbrante, CA
Mr. Ferragallo wrote a detailed, illustrated article on the history and techniques of stereoscopic painting for the
Spring, 1974 issue o f LEONAXDO, Vol.
7; ~ o r 2One
. of the'aspects of this
generally neglected art form which he
covers is the use of the "lustre"effect in
various color combinations.
- Ed.

Secret of Lippmann Color
The Nov-Dec issue raises some
questions about the Lippmann color
process. Gabriel Lippmann was a
French/Belgian chemist who won a
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1908.
More than 20 years before that, he
became interested in recording scientific imagery in colors from such instruments as spectographs. It took
many years to achieve full-color
"snapshots." A garden scene was on
display at the Eastman Museum in
Rochester, New York before its renovation, and may be back on view
with its recent re-opening. A twopage article apparently based on the
information presented with the Eastman display appeared in Popular
Photography some twenty years
ago.
Only occasional, brief mentions
may be easily found on this process.
A search of the Iiterature several
years ago yielded only one paper as
recent as 1926, which concluded the
process was "impractical." Strangely
enough, a letter I have from Kodak
dated 1987 basically says the same

thing, and that the process's advantages simply aren't worth further research, nor possible manufacture.
Last year, at the Eastman Museum's research library, I found the
most complete "how to" description
so far, in an 1895 paper expanded by
a Lippmann associate from an earlier paper. This was easy to access
since I read French, but a contemporary paper in German was not,
though a quick scan didn't seem to
reveal additional information.
The process reminds me of a fullcolor hologram method I ran into,
again, some twenty years ago, in
which full-color was achieved at the
expense of depth - no 3D image.
The Lippmann process is entirely
no dyes being employed,
and to someone acquainted with
modem holography, again, seems a
variant of a "white light, noncoherent" hologram technigue. As
Neal DuBrey explained in Stereo
World, light passes through an
emulsion-of silver halides, is reflected from a mirror in contact with the
emulsion, and forms standing waves
of exposed silver grains within the
emulsion.
The mirror contact is crucial, and
must be "perfect." Lippmann used a
shallow "well" of mercury with the
photo plate forming one side of the
cell - sort of a fish tank of mercury,
with the plate acting as a "window."
After exposure, the plate was removed sans mercury for developing.
The plate was replaced in contact
with the mercury for viewing light has to be reflected at a critical
angle. The effect is like viewing a
positive image formed by an underexposed black and white negative under reflected light.
No one today, of course, would
want to work with mercury, although early photographers routinely did so at great hazard to their
health. The process also depends on
two other critical factors: full panchromatic sensitization of the emulsion, with extremely thin (low silver
density), extremely fine-grain
characteristics. Required are "scien(Continued on page 40)
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by JohnBradley

igarette cards made their first
appearance in America over
C
100 years ago. As a simple attractive
marketing idea they gained popularity in America, Great Britain, and
elsewhere. At the beginning of the
century they were part of the ammunition in the so called "Tobacco
War" of 1901-02 when American
and British tobacco conglomerates
fought for control of the world market. Cards reached their peak, in
terms of standards of production
and popularity in the years between
the two world wars. After World
War 11, cards were issued less widely
and were generally of a lower standard. Trade cards - given free with
other products such as breakfast
cereal or tea continue to be issued,
but again these are mostly of an inferior quality.
Throughout the years a number
of "novelty" cards have been
produced - cards woven on silk;
miniature records on cards; pop up
cards and many more. Of interest to
stereo collectors though are those series utilizing stereoscopic photography, and here a number of
interesting sets can be found.
The most widely available British
stereoscopic cigarette cards are those
issued by Cavanders Ltd with their
"Amy Club" brand of cigarettes
from 1927-1931. Readers may recall
a description of two of these series
in the Mar. /Apr. 1985 Stereo W o r l d
article "Dinosaurs Through the
Stereoscope." The cards were
produced for Cavanders by Camerascope Ltd of London, whose other
stereoscopic work can also still occa-

Peeps Into Many Lands No. 11, "On the Road to Kashmir, N. India."
From the first series of small card p a i ~issued with Army Club Cigarettes
in 1927 by Cavanders Ltd. for viewing in the Camerascope. (All cards are
reporduced actual size unless noted otherwise.)

i

Peeps Into Many Lands, Third Series, No. 14, "Bergen, Norway." With
this third series, issued in 1929, descriptive paragraphs appeared on the
backs of the right-image cards while the viewing and ordering instructions remained on the left-image cards.
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Peeps Into Many Lands, First Series, No. 19, ' A Snake Charmer, Bombay,
India." 1927.

( S R O I . ~ 06

i
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I

Peeps Into Many Lands, Second Series, No. 4 , "Group of Natives, Sumatra." 1928.

sionally be found. Camerascope
also produced the folding metal
viewer in which the cards were inserted for viewing. As the advertising on the back of the cards
announced, "A 5s Camerascope will
be supplied post free for l / L 1What
a bargain! Some of the cards also
bear the inscription "C.J. Dearden
Holmes," which I take to be a reference to the copyright holder of the
photographs. In all, Cavanders
produced nine different black and
white series and two coloured series.
There is sometimes confusion over
these series since the titles are a little
ambiguous and sets were produced
in three different sizes. It should be
noted that although the "Peeps in to
Many Lands" series all appear to
draw on the same stock of world
travel views, each series is completely different. The size of the card was
dictated by the size of the packet or
tin with which it was issued - bigger tins had the bigger cards. The
small cards were always issued as
separate "left" and "right" images, as
were most of the medium sized
black and white cards, while the
coloured series are more often found
as joined pairs of views. In the case
of the large series they contained
both images on one single card.
The complete Cavanders list is as
follows:

Black & White Series
Peeps in to Many Lands, A Series,
1927, 36 pairs, small
Peeps in to Many Lands, A Series,
1927, 36 pairs, medium
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Peeps Into Many Lands, Third Series, No. 19, "Gala Day, Dubrovnik
(Ragusa), Yugo-slavia." A slice of the complex political history of southcentral Europe is revealed on the back of the right-image card, issued in
1929.
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Peeps Into Many Lands, Fint Series, No. 32, ' A Crowded Street Market, HongKong." A pair of the medium size cards issued in 1927.
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Peeps Into Many Lands, Fourth Series, No. 15, "Styracosaurus Albertensis." 1930.

view this scene most rearistically place thls card in the
Camerascope.
The result i s
astounding. everythinfi standing
out in life-like relief, a s if
viewed from the actual spot.
.I'O

Ca meraseope a l l 1 be a~upplled
port free for I / - In Great Hrileln
(other ca~untrles at dinerent prlcm.)
A 5s.
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Peeps Into Many Lands, First Series, No. 14, "On the Godavery, India." This 1927
series of large cards containing both images had only viewing and ordering information on the back, with no descriptive paragraph. The images themselves are the
same width but not as tall as those on the medium size cards.

ISSUED
A

"-.a

Peeps in to Many Lands, A Series,
1927,36 cards, large
Peeps in to Many Lands, 2nd Series,
1928, 36 pairs, small
Peeps in to Many Lands, 2nd Series,
1928, 36 pairs, medium
Peeps in to Many Lands, 3rd Series,
1929, 24 pairs, small
Peeps in to Many Lands, 3rd Series,
1929, 24 pairs, medium
Peeps in to Prehistoric Times, 4th
Series, 1930, 24 pairs, small
Peeps in to Prehistoric Times, 4th
Series, 1930, 24 pairs, medium

British American Tobacco, formed
by the rival companies as part of the
solution to the "Tobacco War" issued 270 cards in the "Views of the
World" series in 1908. The images in
this series are some of the smallest
stereos I've encountered, and the
question of how they, and the other
small single cards, were viewed is
something of a mystery. I have seen
examples of the cards which have
been cut and re-mounted at an appropriate inter-occular distance for

viewing in a Holmes type viewer.
One card in my collection advertises
a "Rotoscope" viewer "specially
designed for viewing these cards."
Possibly this device employed
prisms or mirrors.
In later years BAT issued other
stereo series - "Nature Studies,"
"Pictures of the East" (1930)and
"Round the World in Pictures"
(1931).Another major British company, W.D. & H.O. Wills overseas
division had issued their own "Na-

Colour Series
Glorious Britain, 1930, 25 pairs,
medium
Coloured Sterescopic, 1931, 25
pairs, medium
Although the most widely
known, Cavanders were not the first
British tobacco company to issue stereo cards. In 1904 John Player Ltd.
of Nottingham produced a series of
150, with two stereo views printed
on one small card. However this series was never actually issued to the
public and the few rare examples
from it to be found probably escaped from the printers. Those I
have seen were hand cut rather than
accurately machine cut.

A Camerascope viewer with flanges visible for holding pairs of the medium size cards
O R the large cards which contained both images.

Pictures of the East series No. 32, 'Arab Bridal

Carriage." published by British American Tobacco in 1930. While the images are a bit larger than
the B.A.T. series of 1908, the separation is acutally less.

Enlargement of Pictures of the East No. 32.

Here There and Everywhere No. 40, "Cotton" issued by United Tobacco Company of South
Africa in 1930.

I

Enlargement of Here There and Everywhere No. 40.

Coloured Stereoscopic, No. 7, "SS. Mauretania." Thse medium format pairs

of cards issued in 1931 are high quality tinted lithos.

ture Studies" series in 1928, and the
South African based United Tobacco
Company produced "Sterescopic
Photographs - Assorted Subjects"
(1928), "Stereoscopic Photographs
of South Africa" (1929), "Here there
and Everywhere," and "Beauties of
Great Britain" (1930).
The only example of anaglyph
3-D being used for British cards was
the 1939 series "Zoo Studies - Come
to Life Series" produced by Phillips
in 1939. These larger than average
cards - 30 photographs taken in
London Zoo - were issued with
their own set of cardboard
red/green spectacles.
It was over twenty years before
the next British stereo series was
seen-sets of stereo trade cards given away with Weetabix breakfast
cereal. These full colour sets were
produced over a period of four years
- "Thrill Cards" (1960), "Our Pets"
and "Working Dogs" (1961), "AniSTEREO WORLD MaylJune 1990
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ma1 Cards" and "British Birds"
(1962), and "British Cars" (1963).
The cards and their viewer were
based on the Vistascreen 3-D system
- a small folding plastic viewer
which was sold at tourist locations
with sets of 10 small stereo cards.
The Vistascreen viewer normally
sold for 2/6d (pre-decimal British
money!), but Weetabix customers
were able to buy the special red edition (embossed in gold letters with
the Weetabix name) for only 1/6d.
The quality of the colour printing
was only average, but nevertheless
they make interesting viewing. The
Australian sister brand "Weet-Bix"
issued similar sets in 1964, including
"The Mysterious East," "Veteran and
Vintage Cars," and "Wildlife of the
World."
More recently, trade cards employing lenticular printing and
holography have been issued with
some success. Kelloggs "Animals
3-D" (1968) was one of the earliest
lenticular sets, followed by Shell
Petrol's "3-D Animals" (1970), Spar
Groceries "Disney Characters"
(1974) and Sun newspapers "Gallery
of 3-D Football Stars" (1975).
The "Hologrems" series of small
holograms of "space monsters" was
issued by sweet manufacturers

Quite possibly one of the smallest stereo prints
ever commercially published, "Rome-Paolina
Foun'tain" is No. 228 in the British American
Tobacco 1908 series "Views of the World." Front
and back are shown here actual size.

----'
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Thrill Cards No. 18, "Steeple Jacks" is from the Weetabix Cereal promotion
o f 1960.
You must ge'
a WEETAB!>
3 - D VIEWEF

(18) STEEPLE JACKS

'

/I
'

i

Steeple jacks are men w h o work on very high
buildings either constructing, repairingI, or
cleaning them. One regular job of this kind
i s repairing the brick chimneys of the factories i n tile M ~ d l a n d sand the North of
England which are inclined to crack because
of the heat. Monuments like Nelson's
Column need regular cleaning and this job
falls t o the steeple jacks. This work is very
dangerous and needs men who have, n o
fear of the height at which they work.

I

Se e your " T H R I L L CP
lee~p into glorious, f u l l - c o l ~
re; ~ l i s m . Send off now 11
Weetabix 3-D
viewer. Send
the special
offer token
from your
"w' e e t a b i x
pa cket.

W E E T A B I X 3 - D " T H R ILL CAR!DS"-a

series of ;

The folding plastic Vistascreen viewer.

British Cars No. 4, 'Austin Healey Sprite M K 11" was issued by Weetabix in

Weetabix viewer with its gold logo from
the rear.

1963.
I
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Barretts in 1986, the same year that
Nabisco cereals "Dungeons and
Dragons" cards produced by
Applied Holographics was given
away with Shreddies breakfast
cereal.
Because cigarette and trade cards
have an active following of collectors and dealers, examples from
most series can still be found. Prices
vary enormously according to how
"scarce" the collecting fraternity believes the series to be. Some complete sets of Weetabix cards can still
be found for a few pounds, while I
was recently offered a single card
from the unissued Players series for
f 50.

Nature Studies N o 4 , '5heep" published by W D .
& H.O. Wills Ltd. in 1928.

I would be pleased to correspond
with any other NSA members interested in this field, and can be contacted at: The Mede, Moor Rd.,
Ashover, Chesterfield, Derbys., S45
OAQ England. m

/ I/ /

r*%eSe--.ei&arettes

/I 1
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A Canadian Stereo Library
C

anada's first reference library
exclusively for 3-D image technology has been established at
Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario. Titled The Canadian
Stereoscopic Collection, the library
is a collaborative effort of the college and the Photographic Historical
Society of Canada.
Students, collectors, and enthusiasts of 3-D imagery will gain
access to an extensive collection of
educational materials concerned
with the full range of 3-D technology and related topics, including
stereoscopy, 3-D video, film, and
computer imaging. The collection
will also cover 3-D as used in conjunction with other contemporary
technologies.
College President Mary E. Hofstetter and Photographic Historical
Society of Canada President Mark
Singer signed the agreement to establish the library, which will open
in October, 1990. The College will
be responsible for housing and
maintaining the library, and the
Photographic Historical Society of
Canada will be responsible for funding and acquisitions.
"This is an historic agreement for
the society and will work well to
preserve Canada's photographic
heritages," said Photographic Historical Society of Canada President

Mark Singer, president of the Photographic Historical Society of Canada and Mary E.
Hofstetter, president of Sheridan College at the signing of the agreement to establish the
Canadian Stereoscopic Collection, M a y 22, 1990. (Stereo by Stan White.)

Mark Singer. "It will be a valuable,
centralized collection, which will allow instant access to people who
want information on any of the 3-D
technologies."
Opening ceremonies for the
Canadian Stereoscopic Collection
will be held on October 17. The College is at 1430 Trafalger Road, Oakville, Ontario, L6H 2L1 Canada. m
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Single Image
Random Dot Stereograms
by Dan Dyckman

I

was recently surprised when a
friend of mine (who wasn't even a
stereo enthusiast) showed me a
random-dot stereograph that consisted of a single image, rather than
the usual stereo pair. To view the
image, one fused two marks within
the image, and would see the words
SEEING THE LIGHT written using
two levels of depth. I found it a
unique experience to view in 3-D as
my eyes roamed freely over a single
image.

I duplicated the technique with
my computer, modifying the method slightly so I could produce images with numerous depths rather
than just two. I've included some
samples here. They should be
viewed divergently, not cross-eyed.
I've kept the interocular distance
small, so they should be accessible
even for those who aren't used to
free-viewing.
It is not hard to understand the
method I used to make these. I begin

by generating a column of random
black and white pixels, running the
full height at the left side of the image. The width of this column determines the interocular distance for
the image - I used from 50 to 200
pixels. Let's call this width N. Moving from left to right across the image, I decide for each pixel what
height it should represent. If I want
the height to be 0,I color that pixel
the same color as is located N pixels
to the left. Or, if for example I want
the height to be 3, then I use whichever color is located (N-3) pixels to
the left. Thus, as I march across the
image from left to right, I'm constantly looking back at what I drew
previously, at a variable distance behind me, to find the new values for
the image. Deciding what height to
make at each pixel is, of course, not
essential to the algorithm. I wrote a
simple ancillary program that let me
draw geometric shapes into an array,
which I then used as a guide to tell
me the heights.
The only trouble I ever had is an
occasional "aliasing" artifact, which
tends to corruDt the randomness of
the dots towaids the right edge of
the image - this happens if the value for N is close to the frequency of
something in your image (the
"weaving" pattern image shows this
effect slightly.)
Interested readers might consider
creating poster-sized images using
this technique, or experimenting
with supplementary gray-level or
color values for each pixel. And, if
any reader knows who invented this
technique for single image random
dot stereograms, or who created the
SEEING THE LIGHT image, please
drop a note to this magazine. m

-
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ARIZONA LANDMARKS:
Stereography
of Natural Wonders
in Arizona Territory,
1877-7930s
by Bruce Hooper
Arizona Landmarks have always
been popular subjects for local
Arizona photographer! ;and the
major stereo publishets ; in the eas:tern
United States. The mos;t popular local subjects were Oak (-reek
Canyon's Red Rock Country, the
Casa Grande ruins, Montezuma's
Castle and Well, and Mission San
Xavier del Bac The most popular
Arizona subjects that were published
nationally by twentieth-century
stereopublishers and by local eastern
and major nineteenth-century
stereopublishers were the Grand
Canyon and the Hopi Mesas. A
major factor in the local and national
pooularitv" was accessibilitv. Most of
thr?seareas b,ecame mo re accessible
~ of sett lements ar~d
w ith the g r onth
thr? construct'ion of the railroad. All
,
.
of these areas functroned as tounst
attractions to local residents and
those travelling west to California.
Stereographers helped to satisfy demand for views of these areas.
Views of these areas usually took
uo most o f the local ohotographc!r's
,,
",
"1
negative file because ,thrrr
I.lrways a demand for them. Some Lireas
such as Canyon de Chi?/leywere less
frequently stereographc?d due to its re.I
moteness in the far norrnern
oarr, of
the Territory. After 0'5iullivan's
stereographs during tht? Wheeler Survey about the only pep son who
would have taken any stereographs
of Canyon de Chelley was George
Benjamin Wittick. The popularity of
the previously mentioned subjects assured their vublication as stereog''c rphs becau,se they re]wesent thc
Wl?st'snaturr.11 wonders

.

...
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M

ission San Xavier Del Bac is
nine miles west of Tucson. It
is located in the Santa Cruz Valley at
an elevation of about 2,000 feet. Its
location in the desert has earned it
the name of "the White Dove of the
Desert." Mission San Xavier del Bac
was founded during the 1690's by
the Jesuit Missionary Father Kino
and was named in honor of the
"Apostle to the Indies." It was one of
a chain of Spanish missions extending across Pimeria Alta to the
Colorado River. San Xavier served
two purposes: (1) to Christianize the
Indians and (2) to serve as a ranch.
The mission was abandoned in
1751 when the Pima Indians revolted. The revolt subsided in 1754
when the mission was reopened. In
1767 the Jesuits were forced to leave
again and never returned. Immediately, the Apache Indians destroyed
the original mission and in 1768 the
Franciscans began to rebuild what is
now the present church. In 1797 the
reconstruction of the mission was
completed and furnishings and ornaments originally brought to San
Xavier by Father Kino were installed. During the late 1820's San
Xavier was abandoned again when
the Mexican government secularized
the mission lands.
San Xavier was reoccupied after
1854 when the mission was sold by
Mexico to the United States as part
of the Gadsden Purchase. In 1859
Arizona Territory was aggregated by
a decision of Rome to the diocese of

Santa Fe, New Mexico. The Right
Reverend J. B. Lamy, Bishop of New
Mexico, sent his Vicar-General J. B.
Machebeuf to ascertain the condition of the missions and the state of
affairs. Although the Reverend was
only able to stay at San Xavier for a
couple months, he found the mission had not gone to complete ruin.
During 1866 the Government attempted and failed to establish a
school for the Papagoes at San
Xavier. In September 1873 a school
finally was established and administered by R. A. Wilbur, Indian
Agent, and directed by three sisters
of St. Joseph from Carondelet, Missouri. The school was closed on
April 1, 1876 due to the consolidation of the Papago and Pima Agencies. Towards the end of 1895 San
Xavier was once again reoccupied by
the Franciscan Order when Reverend Michael Richardt accepted St.
Mary's congregation at Phoenix,
Arizona. Bishop Granjon began the
restoration of the church in 1906
when a period of rainy weather seriously damaged the buildings
threatening their safety. In 1937
restoration was begun again when
the west tower was struck by lightning. The mission was restored completely during this second
restoration.
Mission San Xavier del Bac exemplifies the late Spanish Renaissance
or Churrigueresque style. It is divided into three parts with walls of
burned adobe brick and lime plas-

San Xavier del Bac Mission Church by Rothrock, 1877, published c 1880 (Courtesy of
Arizona Historical Society Library, Tuscon).

Distant view of San Xavier by Watkins, 1880 (Courtesy of Arizona Historical Society
Library, Tuscon).
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ter, dimensions are approximately 115 by 70 feet. The church faces
to the south and is surmounted by
one dome and two minarets. The
atrium, approximately 66 by 33 feet
separates the ~ h u r c hfrom the plaza.
The front center is c~veredwith low
relief scroll work of the coat-~f-arms
of the order of St. ~ r ~ n cofi sAssisi.
The church's form is of that of a

Buehman O Co., view of San Xavier from the right (Courtesy Arizona Historical Society Libram Tuscan).

cross with the transept forming on
each side of the nave a chapel of
twenty-one square feet. San Xavier
has only one nave which is divided
into six portions. Above the transept
is a cupola about fifty feet high and
the remainder of the vaults being

Mitchell, San Xavier from the same angle. Is this Buehman's negative? (Courtesty of
Arizona Historical Society Library, Tuscon).
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about thirty feet high.
Inside San Xavier the main altar is
bounded by frescoes and stands at
the front of the church facing the
nave, which is dedicated to St.
Francis Xavier. There are two
chapels each with two altars. At the
front door, from the inside, there
are two
'penin@ that lead
into the towers. During the nine-

Buehrnan O Co., Main Altar, San Xavier (Courtesy Arizona Historical Society
Library, Tuscon).

teenth century one of the towers
stood incompleted. On the west side
of the church, separated from it by a
narrow passage is an enclosure with
an opening on the north and a small
chapel standing at its western side.
On the east side of the church is the
long narrow mission building.
There were several farm houses containing dormitories located on the

mission land of which they made up
six rooms. Four extended south and
faced the church plaza, while two
were attached to the church. All
these rooms were repaired by the
Government in 1873, with the
Bishop's consent and supervision,

and used as a schoolhouse until
1876. During 1906 the atrium was
changed and the dormitories and
their patio also were changed. The
whole interior of the church is decorated with frescoes and sculptures.
Photographic documentation begins with Charles Gentile who probably photographed San Xavier
Mission on his tour of Arizona Ter-

Mitchell, Main Altar, San Xavier, same angle. Is this Buehmank negative again from
the same series? (Courtesy of Arizona Historical Society Library, Tucson.)
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ritory between 1871 and 1872. During the summer of 1874 Dudley P.
Flanders of Los Angeles
stereographed the church and the
Papago Indian School. These views
are on orange/lavender and gold
mounts. Henry H. Buehman of Tucson probably took some stereographs of the Mission between 1874
and 1879 and during the 1880's in
order to satisfy demand by local
residents and the tourist trade.
Views of San Xavier were apparently quite popular, because stereographic documentation continues
until the twentieth century. San
Xavier like the Casa Grande ruins
were close to settlements and as a
result they were easily accessible to
tourists and photographers. During
1877 George H. Rothrock took some
excellent stereographs of San Xavier.
These are on orange/lavender
mounts with manuscript captions
and in gothic lettering titled "G.H.
Rothrock's Arizona Scenery." During the tour, Rothrock set up his
darkroom behind the altar in San
Xavier Mission. Rothrock's views of
San Xavier were reprinted during
the 1880's. Sometime between 1878
and 1879 Charles 0.Farciot, an
operator for Edouart & Cobb of San
Francisco, also took stereographs of
the Mission. Views are on orange/
lavender mounts with manuscript
captions. The finest stereographs
ever taken of San Xavier were taken
by Carleton E. Watkins during the
summer of 1880. These were taken
on April 14,1880 and number between 4899 and 4901. Stereographs
are on orange/lavender mounts.
During the 1880's Daniel Francis
Mitchell issued some stereographs of
the interior and exterior of San
Xavier that are alleged to have been
taken by Dudley P. Flanders of Los
Angeles. I have examined the
reproductions of the original
Flanders stereographs and the
Mitchell stereographs in my own
collections of San Xavier and have
concluded that the negatives that
Mitchell used could have been taken
by him or else he acquired the negatives from Henry H. Buehman of
Tucson. Flanders did not take any of
the negatives. During the 1870's and
1880's there was some negative
swapping between the Mitchell,
Rothrock, and Buehman galleries. A
good example of negative swapping
is Rothrock's No. 60 captioned "Ari18
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zona Shrubbery." This stereograph
was originally taken and published
by Buehman, but sometime during
1877 Rothrock bought the negative
from Buehman and published it as
his own. In Rothrock's sequence of
views for 1877 this stereograph
looks totally out of place. Rothrock
reprinted this same view during the
1880's because if was a popular
number.
During the twentieth century a
staff photographer for the Keystone
View Company did take a number
of stereograph negatives of San
Xavier Mission after there had been
some restoration work on the edifice. These views were taken in 1933
and they show the interior and the
exterior, nuns, and the Mission from
a distance. They are an interesting
contrast to stereographs taken during the 1870's and 1880's that show
a deteriorating dilapidated structure. I do not know if these Keystone negatives were ever published.

Others who photographed San
Xavier were Willis P. Haynes of Tucson (c1880), C.C. Pierce of Los Angeles (c 1890), G. E. Moore of Los
Angeles (c. 1890), Joseph Amasa
Munk of Los Angeles (c. 1890), L. C.
McClure of Denver (early 1990's),
and Edward Sheriff Curtis (early
1990's).

Sources
Arizona: The Grand Canyon State American
Guide Series. New York: Hastings
House, 1966.
Dillon, Richard. 'The Man W h o Exposed
Early Arizona." Arizona, (May 25,
1975): 42-47.

Duell, Prent. Mission Architecture as
exemplified in San Xavier del bac Tucson, Arizona: Arizona Archaeological
and Historical Society, 1919.
Hinton, Richard J . The Hand-Book to Arizona (1877). reprinted., Glorietta, N . M.:
Rio Grande Press, 1970.
A Missionary o f Arizona. A Brief Sketch of
the Mission o f San Xavier Del Bac with a
Description of its Church. San Francisco:
Thomas Steam Printing House, 1880.
Palmquist, Peter E. Carleton E. Watkins:
Photographer o f the American West,
Albuquerque: University o f New Mexico
Press, 1983.
Parachek, Ralph. Desert Architecture
Phoenix: Parr o f Arizona, 1967. m

New CMP Opens Shutter
(Continued from inside front cover)
Moving that massive collection of
prints and glass negatives (an estimated 25 tons) from the UCR campus to the new downtown museum
was a very specialized job. Currently valued at $10 million, the fragile
collection was moved at no charge
to the museum by OINeil/Citizens
Moving and Storage, a division of
O'Neil Moving systems of Santa
Ana. The glass negatives were
moved in some 1,200 wooden boxes
weighing 50 pounds each on four
consecutive Mondays beginning
May 7.
The California Museum of Photography is located at 3824 Main
Street, on Riverside's pedestrian
mall. Hours are 10 am to 5 pm Tuesday through Saturday and noon to
5 pm Sunday. The museum's
24-hour events hotline is

(

Boxes of glass stereo negatives, organired in sequence, wait for filing on
the floor of the collection room on the
lower level of the new CMl?
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Viewers - Past and Present
everal people have asked us to
provide information on the
S
various styles of viewers that have
been produced over the years. The
following is a list of viewers
produced from 1938 to present and
the "known" variations. Since many
items are continually being "discovered" for the first time, any updates
by our readers would be greatly appreciated. We are only listing
production viewers. Although
View-Master has, over the years,
produced prototype viewers, we feel
these items are too rare to be included in this listing and plan to review
prototype viewers at another time.

Model A (1938-1944)
This round viewer is made of
black plastic and easily identified by
the words "to change view pull to
stop then release" above the scene title window. It warps easily in heat
and was sold alone or in gift sets.
The versions we know to exist are:
Black with small eyepieces
Black with large eyepieces
Black with large
- evevieces
. . and inner
metal clip
Black-blue/white speckled with small
eyepieces
Black-greedtan speckled with small
eyepieces
A

Model B (1944-1948)
This model is also round but
somewhat more durable since it is

Speckled Model A viewer with small eyepieces.

made of Bakelite. Several color variations were made. They are:
Black
Brown with black eyepieces
Blue with black eyepieces

The Model B was also manufactured in England for a short time.
Made of black Bakelite, the English
version has oblong eyecups.

Model C (1946-1956)
The most common of the older
viewers, the "Deluxe Stereoscope"
was the first square model. There
are many variations of this viewer
and the differences we have found
are as follows:

I

Color Variations
Black
Brown
Black/brown flecked

I

Printing Variations
Sawyers name and patent information
outlined in box at bottom of back
(seam down middle of viewer)
Sawyers name and patent information
not outlined

Lever Variations
Advance lever in brass
Advance lever in aluminum

Eyepiece Variations
More "steps" leading to top of viewer
Fewer "steps"; greater distance from
top of viewer to first "step"

Rivet Variations
Front rivets are concave
Front rivets are inset
Front rivets are pointed

Model C Lite Attachment
(1950-1956)
Made of black Bakelite, this attachment was made to clamp onto
the Model C and lights up by using
batteries or an optional transformer
cord. There are two variations:
Attachment with outline of viewer on
back
Attachment with words "Luma View"
printed on back
Black Model A viewers showing large and small eyepiece versions.

As far as we know, a brown lite
attachment was not made to accompany the brown viewer.
STEREO WORLD MayIJunc 1990
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A light attachment was also made
by the View-Lite Co. in Kansas.
Made of black plastic, this attachment is much smaller and lighter
than the Sawyers design.
Also made to hold the viewer and
light attachment in an upright position was a round pedestal base.

Model D (1955-1974)
This model is also known as the
"focusing viewer." Secondary to the
focusing feature is the fact that this
viewer has an image size more than
a third larger than the regular model. It also has a built in light source
and optional transformer. It came in
three styles:
Black
Brown
Brown with special filters and bulb
life (This viewer, originally included within the Chinese Art
Set, is currently available from
Reel 3-D Enterprises)

A special viewing stand was made
for this viewer as well. This stand
was only made in brown and accompanied the Chinese Art Set.
(This stand, too, is still available
from Reel 3-D.)

Model E (1956-1960)
Streamlined and a little lighter
than the Model C, this model,
which dips down in the middle to
form a "V" has several variations:
Brown with flat ivory knob
Brown with rippled ivory knob
Black with rippled ivory knob
Black with rippled red knob

Model B viewers with English eyecups (left) and regular eyecups (right).

Model E Light Attachment
(1956-1960)
Made to fit onto the Model E, this
light attachment was smoother and
easier to use than the one made for
the Model C. It could be used with
the transformer cord or with batteries. The only variation we know is
made of brown Bakelite with an ivory button and we do not know if
Sawyers made a lite attachment to
match either of the black viewers.

Model F (1959-?)
This viewer has a built in lite
source activated by pressing the bar
on top. It also has about one power
larger magnification than the regular Model C. Made of dark brown
Bakelite, we know of no variations.

Model Cviewers showing regular eyepiece version at top and the version with shorter "steps"
at bottom.
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Model G (1959-1977)
Called the "standard viewer" but
also given the designation "Model
G" by many collectors, this viewer
has enjoyed the longest production
run of the regular viewers. Originally this viewer was made of off-white
plastic with a dark brown lever; but
this was later changed to an all beige
version. Even later, this viewer was
produced in a red/white version
and, still later, as an all red viewer.
Differences include:
Off-white body/dark brown lever
Beige body/brown lever, Sawyers on
back
Beige body/beige lever, Sawyers on
back
Beige body/beige lever, GAF on back
without Belgium patent information on front
Beige body/beige lever, GAF not on
back with Belgium patent information on front
Beige body/beige lever, GAF on back
in large gold letters without Belgium patent information on front
Beige body/beige lever, GAF on back
in small gold letters with Belgium
patent information on front
Red & white/blue lever with metal
plate. GAF on front and back in
white letters with large diffuser
openings
Red & white/blue lever with metal
plate. GAF on front and back in
white letters with small diffuser
openings
Red & white/blue lever with metal
plate. GAF on front and back
Red & white/round flat blue lever
with plastic plate
Solid red/blue lever with metal plate.
GAF on back white letters
Solid red/round flat blue lever with
plastic plate

Model H Lighted Viewer
(196?-1981)
Same features as Model F but
rounder in design. First introduced
in beige and la& changed to a royal
blue color. Known variations:
Beige with metal disc on frontSawyers logo on disc with long
advance lever
Beige with metal disc on frontSawyers logo on disc with short
advance lever
Beige with metal disc on front-GAF
logo on disc
Blue with metal disc on front-GAF
logo on disc
Blue with GAF logo molded into Front
of viewer with red printing- on
light bar
Blue with GAF logo molded into front
of viewer with black printing on
light bar
Blue with GAF logo molded into front
of viewer with outlined black
printing on light bar

Current Viewer (Mid-1977 to
Present)
Newer, more modern in style, this
viewer-first introduced in the
70's-is still being sold today. Most
models produced are an orange-red
color with a bright orange knob.
Lighter weight than most previous
models, the plastic scene changing
lever was used in most versions.
This is an excellent feature to collectors because is prevents the black
rings around the edge of the reels
caused by the metal advance levers.
Two shapes and many variations
exist:
Square Shape
Blue with white lettering-VMI logo
Red with white lettering-VMI logo
Red without white lettering-VMI logo

One GAFand one Sawyers version of the Model H viewer.

rect position for proper viewing.
The diffusion on both models is
very poor. The original design as
well as the corrected model were
made in two colors:

Rounded Shape
Red with flat orange lever-VMI logo
Red with flat orange lever-TOMY logo
Red with flat orange lever-VMI logo in
white letters
Red with flat orange lever (incised circle within lever)-VMI logo in
white letters
Blue with flat orange lever-VMI logo
Blue with flat orange lever (incised
circle within lever)-VMI logo in
white letters
Red with large orange knob and metal
plate-GAF logo
Red with large orange knob and metal
plate-GAF logo in white
Black with flat orange lever-GAF logo
Black with flat red lever-TOMY logo

Red with yellow push button
Blue with yellow push button

Mickey Mouse Viewer (1989-)
Possibly the cutest design ever
made-the Mickey viewer was introduced for Christmas 1989 sales.
The viewer consists of the currently
produced standard viewer with a
plastic Mickey Mouse face fastened
to the front of the viewer. The faces
are made in China and assembled at
the View-Master plant in Portland.
This viewer is extremely popular
and sold individually as well as in
gift sets.
Although we have tried to provide
as much information on regular
viewers as possible in this article,
we're sure there are other versions
that exist and are not in our collection and, therefore, unknown to us.
Once, again, we ask for any information you may have regarding additional variations.
We have not addressed talking
viewers, folding viewers or Belgiummade viewers at this time but plan
on doing so in a future article. m

Push Button Viewer
(1986-Present)
When this viewer was first introduced it was poorly designed
with the inside plastic bar covering
part of the image. It has since been
redesigned with the bar in the cor-

We would like to thank Reel 3 - 0 Enterprises for letting us use some of the information published 12 years ago in Reel
3 - 0 News.

The push button viewer behind a "Mickey Look"viewer.

I
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he first published book ever to
be illustrated with stereo prints
owes its existence to two of the most
well known figures in the history of
science: Sir John Herschel and Sir
Isaac Newton. Teneriffe, An
Astronomer's Experiment by
Charles Piazzi Smyth is an account
in text and stereographs of an 1856
expedition to establish a temporary
observatory on the volcanic peak of
Teneriffe in the Canary Islands.
What today would be presented
as an episode of Nova or a National
Geographic Special appeared in
1858 as a 450 page book with 20
bound-in albumen stereographs
designed for viewing with a special
"book Stereoscope" by Negretti &
Zambra. The wide popularity of the
book helped prove the potential of
stereography as an effective medium
of scientific illustration and general
enlightenment. It also proved the
practicality of combining truly informative text with stereo views in

the same volume-leading to The
Stereoscopic Magazine of 1858 1865. (See Stereo World, Sept./Oct.
'84.)
Then as now, what is eventually
accomplished can often depend on
who you know-and in that respect
C. Piazzi Smyth had ideal "connections" for both astronomy and photography. One of the several
astronomers among his parent's
close friends was Sir John Herschel,
who in the late 1830s secured a position for the young Smyth as an astronomer's assistant at the Cape of
Good Hope. When photographic information and materials started to
become available shortly after that
in England, Herschel sent both to
the astronomers at the cape. Already trained in art as well as
science, Smyth quickly took up photography with the help of futher correspondence from Herschel and by
1841 was producing Calotypes of a
quality equal to any work being
done in England or France.

"Sheepshanks Telescope First Erected on Mount Guajara; The Peak of Teneriffe in the
Distance."
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The telescope was featured in gold leaf on
the cover of at least one ornate edition o f
Teneriffe.

In 1845 Smyth was appointed
Astronomer Royal for Scotland and
soon became a respected member of
the Edinburgh scientific community.
The generally smoky and cloudy
sky of Edinburgh prompted his interest in Sir Isaac Newton's theory

by JohnDennis

1

"Volcanic 'Blowing Conerin Omtaua, on the Northern Coast of Teneriffe."

"TentScene on Mount Guajara, 8903 Feet High." The penon in the hat could quite possibly be Jessie Smyth.
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that the resolution of telescopes was
more limited by interference from
the atmosphere than by their own
design or optics. When Smyth proposed placing a large telescope
"above the clouds" on Teneriffe to
test the theory, Herschel not only
supported the idea but added that,

"as Mr. Smyth is an expert photographer, he should be provided
with an apparatus for obtaining
photographic impressions of everything worthy of record."
Even 134 years before the Hubble,
the chance of a clearer view for telescopes was seen as a worthy invest-

ment and the British Lords
Commission of the Admiralty
authorized and financed the expedition. Smyth had to quickly catch up
with the advances in photographic
technology he had missed during his
busy ten years of astronomy in Edinburgh. (Daguerreotypes and calo-

"Second Mate of Yacht Observing Radiation Thermometers on Mount Guajara."

of his yacllt " 'l'ltanla;" and by thls, greatly ensured
the prosperity of the undertaking.
The object mainly proposed, was, to ascertain ho\

I
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Teneriffe's Grand Dragon Tree. Only
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copies for later publications. Both
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Unable to convince the Royal
Society of the practicality of using
original photos in the expedition's
official report, Smyth had to settle

copies from man. Errors are always
copied, and magnified as they go;
seldom are excellences reproduced.
After a few removes, the alleged
portrait of nature, is only a caricature of the idiosyncrasies of the first
artist. Never was the debt that mankind owes to the inventors and or-

distorted, and the height increased
by about 100 feet.
Smyth concluded on page 426 of
Teneriffe, "With these three views
before us, it is instructive, as connected with the language of drawing, to trace the gradual growth of
error and conventionality, as man
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for what he regarded as inferior engravings. Shortly before the
Teneriffe project, he had married
Jessie Duncan, who would prove to
be a lifelong scientific, photographic
and personal companion. The feasibility of using photographic prints
in a publication was soon demonstrated to all concerned when Jessie
printed 350 copies of a stereograph
for inclusion in the British
Admiralty's Report of the Teneriffe
expedition.

As with today's Hubble Telescope,
great interest was generated by the
literal breakthrough in
astronomy-combined with the exotic location involved. At the urging
of various friends, Smyth followed
the official reports with his detailed
personal account of every aspect of
the project for publication by Lovell
Reeve of London. The 20 albumen
stereo print pairs bound into
Teneriffe, An Astronomer's Experiment: or, Specialities of a Residence

Above the Clouds made it the first
book of its type and forever
changed the career of Charles Piazzi
Smyth. The same year saw the first
issue of Lovell Reeve's Stereoscopic
Magazine, with its nearly identical
format. The success of the Teneriffe
book, combined with Reeve's interest in stereography, led to that elegant publication's seven year run,
116 years before the advent of Stereo
World.

"The Great Dragon Tree at the Villa de Orotava."

I

"Dragon Tree Walk at Palazzo Near Orotava."
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Photography became an essential
element in Smyth's scientific and
publishing efforts from that point
on, often involving improvements
and innovations of his own. But
while the Teneriffe book today could
have appeared on a program like
Nova, Smyth's other most well
known project would probably
show up on the sort of program that
devotes miles of film to tracking Big
Foot. The astronomer had become
an adherent of the belief that
detailed measurements of the Great
Pyramid would reveal coded messages from God to all of humanity.
In 1864, Piazzi and Jessie financed
their own expedition (the Royal Society turned this one down) to improve on the accuracy of all possible
measurements of the Great
Pyramid. Every aspect of the projebt
was of course to be photographed,
and here Smyth was again to be a pioneer of 19th century photo technology.
The cameras he took to Egypt
used plates made from 1X3 inch
microscope slides - the actual image
area being only one square inch. To
prevent drying of the plates in the
Egyptian heat, each plate holder had
a clear glass window of its own, and
held theventire plate sealed in water
from coating in the morning until
developing later in the evening.
With apertures of f/5 to f/20,the

all-metal cameras used revolving
cylinder shutters to minimize
springs and other parts that could be
jammed by sand or heat. For stereo,
two of the cameras were joined by a
synchronizing bar, although
Smyth's notes indicate that he used
the sequential shift of a single camera for some stereographs.
To record his work inside the
chambers of the Great Pyramid,
Smyth used the very recently introduced magnesium strips as a
bright-burning but smoky light
source. Exposure techniques had yet
to be established for the material
even in England, but the Smyths
were able to obtain several good interior photographs through trialand-error, made less tedious by their
small format plates.
On their return to Edinburgh, the
couple enlarged the images, (perhaps as many as 166) making prints
and lantern slides for lectures before
scientific and religious audiences.
Smyth's "increasingly strident" religious tone distracted many from his
otherwise precise research, which
fed both scientific and popular controversy about the Great Pyramid.
His photos, of course, were a part of
the whole debate and remained
commercially available until 1890.
While Charles Piazzi Smyth
hoped to prove something about the
Great Pyramid, what he and Jessie

"Entrance to the Ice Cavern in the Malpays o n the Peak of Teneriffe, A t the Height of 11,040
Feet."
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proved as effectively (if not better)
was the potential of high quality images enlarged from even very small
negatives. It took many more years
for the prejudice against enlarging to
be truly overcome - roll film and the
advent of 35mm still cameras finally
turned the tide. And one of the first
of those 35mm cameras was the stereo Homeos, with a format fairly
close in size to the small stereo negative pairs Smyth had made at the
pyramid in 1865. m

Sources
Jones, John Wonders of the Stereoscope New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976.
Schaaf, Larry J. "Charles Piazzi Smyth's Photographs of the Great Pyramid Image
Vol. 27 No. 4, International Museum
of Photography at George Eastman
House, Rochester, NY.
Smyth, C. Piazzi Teneriffe,An Astronomer's
Experiment London: Lovell Reeve,
1858.

Adventures of a Folio

T

he whole business of the
Stereoscopic Society is the circulation of the members' stereographs in the many folio boxes
which we have traveling. While this
leads to a great deal of enjoyment in
seeing all of the wonderful stereo
views being taken around the country and for that matter around the
world, the folios themselves do on
occasion find adventure. Sometimes
it is literally earthshaking adventure.
A good case in point is illustrated
by overseas folio OX-11 which in addition to traveling our Alpha Transparency Circuit (Realist Format)
pays extended visits to Great Britain, Australia, and New Zealand.
But it was not in the lush valleys of
New Zealand with its hot rivers,
volcanoes, and occasional earthquakes that it got a shock. No, it
was at the home of Society member
John Dukes in October of 1989 at
Los Altos, California, when the
'World Series Earthquake' struck.
John reports that it was buried under the "Optics through Stereo" portion of his bookshelf when he found
it in the debris. John hopes for patience and understanding should
any mounting problems or minor
aesthetic irregularities appear which

I

(2x2)x2 Circuit 1989 Voting Results
Total Points
Ist's
Jim Murray
153
40
Richard kclair
105
17
Bruce Hansen
57
9
Bill Patterson
41
9
Dan Johnson
39
6
Frederic Weitz
36
3
Dale Hammerschmidt
32
5
Favorite Views
'Yosemite Valley from Eagle Peak" (Jim Murray, 37 points)
"Morning Flight" (Jim Murray, 25 points)
"Guaranteed Overnight" (Bob Mannle, 24 points)
"Still Life-Bottles & Float" (Bruce Hansen, 24 points)
"Pair of Mittens" (Jim Murray, 23 points)

clearly were not present when the
slides were entered. Since an OX folio takes about three years to tour
the several countries on its itinerary,
it may be a while before everyone
can check on their entries . . .
which now can claim a piece of
history.

(2x2)x2 Report
In November of 1988 the new folio circuit was inaugurated which
circulates stereo views in the form of
matching pairs of 2x2 35mm transparencies. More often than not these
feature full frame 35mm transparen-

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER

For all standard
Realist 3D stereo slides.
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$10.00. Add $1 .OO for
shipping and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.

m OROER CALL TOLL FREE
800-223-6694
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTE
MINIMUM ORDER 520.00

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street New York, NY 10001

cies but there are many variations.
The views may be taken with a single camera and one of the several
time lapse techniques. O r they may
be simultaneously taken using
paired 35mm cameras. Again there
are many possibilities and variations. The one common denominator is that they are viewed in two
separate 2x2 mounts. In many
respects this is one of the most difficult stereo techniques to master, and
especially so when using a single
camera. But it is also true that it is
the way many of us made our first
stereograph, using only the equipment a 2-D photographer may have
on hand. So it has a popular base to
start from.
When started, the first folios went
out with eight members and several
guest members who signed on for a
round or two. It has grown steadily
ever since and is now in excess of
twenty members as of this writing.
There is a great deal to learn but we
have seen some excellent stereographs and much improvement in
the average entry thus far. It seems
that 2x2 is here to stay.
Voting totals through the first full
year of operation (1989) are listed
herein for members scoring 30 or
more points.
Persons interested in joining the
Society should write to the Corresponding Secretary, Jack E.
Cavender, 1677 Dorsey Avenue,
Suite C, East Point, GA 30344. m
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The Stereoscopic Socieo
W

e arrived at the New Durley
Dean Hotel in Bournemouth,
England on Friday, June 20,1990 to
attend the annual convention of the
Stereoscopic Society (founded
1893). The hotel was just beautiful,
with a warmth and charm that
made the weekend even more pleasant than we expected. We were
pleased to begin running into old
friends-British, American, French
and German, from the moment we
arrived.
These events always begin with.
registration, lots of hugs and greetings and an enormous supper of
many choices. We sat, we drank, we
talked, we ate and then . . . we settled down for an exciting evening of
3-D projection.
The first program was my own,
"Susan's 3-D Potpourri," a collection
of interesting slides by more than 50
different Stereographers collected
over the past decade, and arranged
into mini sequences with a variety of
music It was projected on the new
German RBT stereo projector, and
utilized automatic slide advance
from the cued tape.
Stan Hoey presented "Memories
of the Past" which shared slides copied from old black and white stereo
cards made by members of the original United Stereoscopic Group,
from around the turn of the century.
This is a group that I was previously
not aware of, which pre-dated the
present stereoscopic Society. He also
showed a fascinating set of images
of the Crystal Palace, both sets
which he embellished with interesting and relevant comments to round
out the whole experience.
The last show of the first evening
was by David Burder, who shared
with us many behind the scenes bits
of information about being a ViewMaster photographer. Images that
have appeared on reels were shown,
and many that had only been under
consideration, but never utilized,
were also included. Another highlight was his shots of last years visit
to the View-Master factory (while
attending the Portland, OR 1989
NSA convention).
30
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Twin fisheye lenses on a spliced SLR rig provide this dramatic view of some stairs in the resort
town of Poole. BernieMakinson (convention organizer) and Susan Pinsky wait at the bottom
of the spiral. (Stereo by G u y Ventoulliac)

Saturday offered the attendees a
variety of selections. For Stereoscopic Society members (and anyone interested) you could attend their
Annual General Meeting. After attending many NSA, SCSC, PSA and
other board meetings over the years,
I have to admit I find theirs quite
fascinating. It's very formal, with an
agenda that they stick to, and it
seems extremely efficient. One thing
I strive to come back to the Stereo
Club of So. California board meetings with (as membership director
for the past 10 years) is how publicly appreciative they are for those
who contribute time, effort, and
money (all those things that make a
club work). Our organizations seem
to require years of dedication to
warrant a small bit of notice (if at
all). As a board member of all the
above mentioned, perhaps I need to
work harder to help implement this
difference.
After the meeting there was an
offering of 8 different workshops
which one could attend. I attended
Paul Wing's "Hypers-all you need
to know to be successful," but the
other choices were: "Slide mounting
Realist format" by Arthur Girling,
"Supaview Kit Assembly" by Colin
Clay, "Modifying Realist to 50x50
format" by Bob Aldridge, "Close-up

Stereo" by Martin Willsher, "Twin
Rig Cameras" by David Burder and
"VHS Stereo Demonstration" by
John Christianson. The eighth
workshop was off in the gym of the
hotel, where stereographers
swarmed around the hired model as
she "worked out" on the equipment.
They were a marvelous subject
themselves!
Fred and Val Lowe provided a
sales table full of fun and practical
3-D goodies for sale.
Some couldn't stand to miss out
on the scenery of Bournemouth and
took the opportunity to leave the
hotel and explore the beautiful city
with colorful flowers in bloom
everywhere. Bournemouth is a seaside resort on the southern coast of
England, less than a 2 hour drive
from the center of London.
The Third Dimension Society
held their Annual General Meeting
in the afternoon. The TDS is a similar society which covers the northern half of England.
Saturday evening's program was orchestrated by one of France's leading
stereo photographers, Guy
Ventoulliac The variety was impressive with a segment on close-ups (including equipment used), a
charming show on Paris, historical
and current, his famous Musical Box

4nnual Convention.

Pinsky

Stan Hoey with Arthur Girling at the Slide Mounting Workshop. (Stereo by Susan Pinsky.)

sequence, a marvelous cave exploring (spelunking) set, and even some
not-for-everyone medical slides.
There certainly was something for
everyone in the evening's images,
and it helped keep the conversations
going well into the night. Guy's entire program was presented using
four Simda (Ektagraphic style)
Carousel projectors, with dissolve
and synchronized soundtracks.
On Sunday almost all the attendees piled into two buses (coaches)
for a full day of sightseeing and fun
photo opportunities. We started out
at Compton Acres, a lovely garden
setting full of bronze and marble
statuary, glorious flowers and trees
and perfect background for stereo
photography of both the natural

The ruins of Corfe Castle, stormed by stereographen from around the world on the convention photo tour. A t center, Jean Soulas of the Stereo-Club Francais speaks with David
Starkman. (Stereo by Susan Pinsky.)

surroundings and the stereo photographers trying to capture every
bit of it. The "official" Group Photograph was taken here.
We continued on to Corfe Castle,
where the history of England speaks
through the remarkable stone ruins
on the top of the hill. The village at
the base of the castle was also quite
picturesque, and seemed quite typical of what one might expect of a
small English town. Then on to the
nearby seaside resort of Poole, also
famous for its pottery works.
Sunday evening we continued the
slide programes with the Stereoscop-

ic Society Annual Slide Competition
Show. Work by members of the Society proved to have just a slightly
different perspective than the styles
and techniques we see mostly in the
States. The program was well
presented with appropriate music.
The next show was "Hypers"
from Paul Wing, the man who is famous for his hyperstereo work. His
lively off-the-cuff narrative made
his slide show both personal and
educational. No one left without
knowing how to start doing some of
those "cha chas" (hyerstereos)with
any old camera after that show.
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Derek Hawkins presented a
unique program of light patterns
with sound. Each image was abstract and worked with the others to
create an unusual sequence.
One surprise treat of the evening
was a birthday cake for David
Burder, who was presented with
what looked like a giant double SLR
stereo camera, but was actually a
cleverly designed birthday cake with
gray and black icing. We all had to
stop watching 3-D to eat some 3-D.
Very well done!
The second surprise treat was an
unscheduled program from Franz
and Hermann Miller of West Germany, who had brought slides they
had taken with their camera creations, the twin Yashica Stereo. Shots
of Las Vegas, many U.S. national
parks and other assorted subjects
combined with Elvis songs and other selections of music created a
memorable and impressive show.
For a finale they showed a sequence
of costumed revelers at the Mardi
Gras in Venice, Italy, comparable to
the famous New Orleans Mardi
Gras that we know in the States.
The convention was totally
planned and orchestrated by Sue
and Bernie Makinson, and it is to
them that we take our hats off. The
pre-planning was extensive and well
thought out. Many tiny details they
attended to were noticed and appreciated.
The Makinsons are also in charge
of the 1991 convention which is already planned for May 3,4, and 5th
in the Seaside resort of Southport.
Southport is on the west coast,
south of Blackpool (England's "Atlantic City") and west of Manchester. It's also not too far from
Bradford, the location of the National Museum of Photography,
Film and Television (a "must-see"
visit for photo enthusiasts).
The Makinsons say they have
found a "super hotel" for the convention, and we know that you can
trust their recommendation if you
are considering going. For more information for next year's convention
send a note to: Sue and Bernard
Makinson, 36 Silverthorn Drive,
Heme1 Hempstead, Herts HP3 8BX,
ENGLAND. They haven't asked, but
we think that including $1 to cover
postage would be a nice gesture.
Hope to see you there! m
'
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IAt Last-A Universal Stereo Viewer I
Color
Royal Blue
Batteries
included

Price

+ $3 shipping

The Teco 3-viewer Displays:

(1) Realist format rollfilm without cutting or mounting
(2) NimsloINishikarollfilm
(3) Standard mounted slide pairs with alternate top
(provided)
MM by: Technical Enterprises
1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
(714) 644-9500
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3-D Star Maps
A review by J.H. Cocatre-Zilgien

I

t is a paradoxical and somewhat
vexing illusion that watching
stars on a clear night does not convey any sense of threedimensionality. Stars simply seem to
hang there all at the same distance,
on what our ancestors called the
"celestial sphere." Even knowing
their individual distances, it is difficult to visualize mentally their spatial organization. and this can be
done 2 most for'a few stars at a
time. A remarkable book by computer graphics expert ~ i c h a r d
Monkhouse and astronomical map
maker John Cox now helps change
that. It consists of a collection of
anaglyphic maps ( 8 x 7 inches)
showing over 10,000 stars and
galaxies as seen from Earth. The
maps are organized in three sections, each covering the entire sky
according to different criteria. Star
maps are not the only contents of
the book. A thorough introduction
explains the nature and classification of stars and galaxies, distance
measurements, projections, coordinate systems, as well as practical
considerations for observing them.
It is in fact a clear and pleasant initiation to astronomy.
The first section consists of 12
maps of 8000 bright stars which can
be seen with the naked eye on a dark
night (down to visual magnitude
6.5). Most are 10 to 1000 times as
bright as the Sun and lie between 10
and 3000 light-years away. Their
symbol size conveniently varies with
their visual magnitude, so that it is
easy to match them with an actual
night sky and familiar constellations. The second section contains 6
maps of the near stars in our galaxy.
Contrary to what their name may
suggest, most are not visible to the
naked eye, because on average they
are only 1/15th as bright as the Sun
and between 4 to 80 light-years away
(the Sun is 500 light-seconds away).

-

Symbol size varies with distance and
reinforces the stereoscopic effect.
The distance to the near stars has
been computed by the parallax
method familiar to most stereoscopic photographers, using the diameter
of Earth's orbit around the Sun as a
gigantic stereo base and taking two
pictures of the same corner of the
sky six months apart. Many stars

are probably missing from the near
star maps because they are too cold
to register on earthbound detection
devices (they are part of an ongoing
controversy on how much "dark
matter" is present in the universe).
The third and last section covers extragalactic space up to millions of
light-years away, in 8 maps. Thou(Continued on page 37)

SMART TECO-NIMSLOS GET 36 SLIDE-PAIRS
New Camera $145 or yours Educated for $63.
6:' 12:'3OUMacros $29 ea., Case $12, Cutter $18.

-

- . . -

Technical Enterprises (714) 644-9500
1401 Bonnie Doone, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
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The True Image Stereoscope
1T

hose who shoot full frame
35mm stereo slides, or
"(2x2)x2", now have another option
among the limited selection of viewers available for that format. This
addition to the high quality end of a
range of choices which seems to
have little if any middle is the True
Image stereoscope, designed and
manufactured by Mark Dow of
Eugene, Oregon.
The True Image incorporates what
some will see as a radical solution to
the problem of accommodating a
variety of people with different eye
separation measurements. While the
lenses have an interocular adjustment much like other viewers, the
slides themselves are in mount-tomount contact with no spacing between them and are angled to each
other at a slight "V" pointing toward
the lenses, which match the angles
of their respective images. This
results in an average viewing convergence angle of 3 9 varying slightly
with image and interocular separation. The purpose of all this is to allow comfortable, distortion free flat
field viewing for people of all eye
separations-and to avoid the need
of any divergence of eyes with less
than "normal" separation.
According to Mr. Dow, even the
best large lenses lose some of their
flat field qualities when adjusted to
accommodate people with small pupil separations, because viewing is
through a point too far from the
centers of the lenses in viewers of the
usual design. The convergence required by the True Image viewer allows eyes of all separations to make
use of the central areas of its large
(30mm) diameter achromatic lenses
with their 55-68mm interocular adjustment. The sample examined by
Stereo World provided sharp, easy
fusion for all who tried it. No distortion was evident and the viewer
provided good eye relief at nearly
any setting of the interocular adjustment.
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Since slides are viewed with no
gap between mounts, a simple piece
of tape can be used to hold pairs as a
unit-with a tab of folded over tape
left at the top as a handle. Slides
may be inserted separately but the
central thumb depression leaves a
relativelv small corner of each
mount exposed for removal. Spring
clips hold the slides against a dark
mask to eliminate stray light from
the front surface and hold them in
position. The glass diffuser is 18mm
beyond the slides (well out of focus)
and is removable for dusting the interior.

Specifics
Designed for full format 35mm slides
in standard mounts.
Fixed focus.
Adjustable interocular,
55-68mm.
For use with ambient light
(ground glass diffusing screen).
Achromatic lenses, 50mm focal
length, 30mm diameter, antireflection coating.
50-54mm image separation.
Dimensions-2 1/8 inches x
4 3/4 inches x 3 3/8 inches
deep.

The stereoscope and case are of
kerfed oak plywood with solid oak
nose piece and adjustment handle.

The optional case holds the stereoscope as well as 20 slide pairs. An
optional slide case holds 50 pairs.
The stereoscope is $170. The stereoscope with case is $195. The 50 slide
case is $20. A booklet on Stereo
photography with a single lens camera is $5.00, all from: True Image,
Mark Dow, 4021 Royal Ave.,
Eugene, OR 97402 (503-688-6286).

Autostereoscopic TV
Through LoCoDo Grid
Most recent attempts at presenting 3-D television without glasses
have involved the use of a sheet of
plastic lenticular lenses in front of
the screen. (See page 13, July/Aug.
'89 and the Panasonic system on
page 30 of the July/Aug. '85 issue.)
Now, Dimension Technologies of
Rochester. NY has introduced a flat
panel autostereoscopic display using
liquid crystal image generating technology in place of a picture tube.
Instead of any sort of lenticular
lenses in front of the L.C.D. images,
the system relies on an illumination
plate behind the liquid crystal display which shows the left and right
images on alternating vertical
columns of pixels. The illumination
plate generates sets of very thin,
very bright lines spaced evenly with
dark gaps between them. Due to the
parallax difference between the obsewer's eyes, left image columns on
the display are illuminated by the
lines on the plate as seen from the
angle of the left eye. But from that
same angle, the right image columns
are in front of dark areas on the
plate. The reverse of this is provided
for the right eye, much as was
achieved in a mechanical way by
Savoye's Cyclostereoscope in the

UMlNATlOM PLATE

r

UlD CRYS
4L.C.C

LFL
-3.c

1940s. The narrow viewing zone
which so limits other parallax
stereogram based systems has been
extended, at least for a single viewer, in a novel way by Dimension
Technologies. A sensing system locates the position of the observer's

OBSERVER

head and automatically adjusts the
spacing of the illuminated lines to
maintain proper parallax and stereo
fusion over a wide range of head
movement within the larger viewing
zone.

Acticon Folding Viewer
A 1/2 ounce folding viewer for
full frame stereo slide a airs is now
available as a direct mail promotional device from New Orient Media Inc of Chicago. The company
has long been involved with 3-D
corporaje A/V productions and
with 3-D computer graphics for logos and advertising. Mounted slides
are attached to the inside of the
viewer by two pieces of double-stick
tape, which also hold a piece of
diffusing material between each
slide and its framed opening.
The "Toyota" viewers bound into
magazines by the millions in October, 1987 were similar in design,
but used wider format images print-

ed on single strips of unmounted
film. The Acticon is intended for
more specialized promotions using
standard format slides. The viewer
can be printed with logos, messages
or artwork to boost its impact as a
marketing aid. IBM recently used
the viewers as a motivational device
in an internal mailing to staff personnel before a round of meetings to
introduce a new product line. New
Orient Media is at 126 W. Main St.,
Dundee, IL 60118.

----

This column depends on readers for information. (We don't know everything!) Send information or questions to David Starkman,
P.O. Box 2368, Culver City, CA 90231.
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TM Provides Medical Depth
Taylor-Merchant Corporation has
announced that its "Stereopticon
707" folding stand-on-the-page
viewer is included in two recent
medical publications which feature
stereo pair illustrations. Finding the
Critical Shapes is a lavishly illustrated report on X-ray crystallography
and stereo computer graphics in current medical research published by
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute in Bethesda, MD. The magazine
format book includes eight full color
pairs of DNA structures as well as
virus, enzyme, and antibody images
produced as part of various research
projects using 3-D computer graphics. The book has been distributedto educators, scientists, crystal- '
lographers, biochemists and companies involved in biochemistry
research.
The TM viewer is also part of a
1000 page college textbook titled
Biochemistry published in four
different languages by Neil Patterson and authored by J. D. Rawn.

Stereo computer graphic of a repressor protein, left, binding to viral DNA. From the
laboratory of Carl Pabo at Johns Hopkins School of Medicine as presented in "Critical
Shapes."

This is one of the first in the field of
scientific text publications to use full

SEVENTH ANNUAL FALL

FIRST ANNUAL FALL

D.C. Antique
Photo Show

Boston Antique
Photo Show

"The #2 Antique Photo Image Show in the USA"

"The #1 Antique Photo Image Show in the NEW

Over 55 tables of stereoviews, CDVs,
Daguerreotypes, photographs, etc.

50 tables of stereoviews, CDVs,
Daguerreotypes, photographs, etc.

Sunday
14 OCTOBER 1990

Sunday
7 October 1990

-

10 AM 5 PM; Public Admission $5
Rosslyn Westpark Hotel, 1900 N. Ft. Myer Dr.
Arlington, VA: Rosslyn Ballroom
"At the Key Bridge opposite Georgetown"
Preview admission 8:30 AM $20
1991 shows: 24 March 8 6 October
Managed by Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070,
New Haven, CT 06504 I (203) 562-7800
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color 3-D graphic biochemistry illustrations. m
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10 AM - 5 PM; Public Admission $4
57 Park Plaza Hotel Howard Johnson
Boston MA: 200 Stuart St. Park Sq.
Convention Halls "A 8 B"
Preview admission 8:30 AM $20
DC show: 14 October 1990
Managed by Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070,
New Haven, CT 06504 I (203) 562-7800
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THE BRACKETT DISSOLVER

Star Maps

CUSTOM MADE 3-0 PROJECTOR WITH SLIDE DISSOLVE
The Brockett Dissolver
features the most desired
and professional projection technique ...

(Continued from page 33)
sands of galaxies are represented by
circles with a diameter proportional
to their magnitude. It is possible to
visualize their organization in "bubbles,'' a quite recent finding by astronomers.
The anaglyphic maps are printed
on a greenish-grey background
which completely eliminates "ghosting." Each map is accompanied by a
stereoscopic depth key. On the facing pages are matching maps printed
in white on black, with names, symbol keys and coordinates. Going
from one type to the other while
wearing red & green glasses does
not require any adaptation. Special
mention must be made of the printing, made in Hong Kong. Backtones
are very homogeneous and there is
not the slightest stereoscopic misalignment. Pages are easy to maintain flat against the hard covers to
allow perfect viewing. The only
precaution is to touch the pages by
their margins to avoid smearing.
Anyone who goes through this excellent book will gain a whole new
way to look at the stars. 3 - 0 Star
Maps, Richard Monkhouse & John
Cox, New York: Harper & Row,
1989,96 pages, hardcover, with two
pairs of anaglyphic glasses, $15.95,
ISBN 0-06-016131-0. m

Dhsolve Slide Transitions
The Brackett Dissolver is
like two stereo projectors
in one compact unit. This
unique design provides
features not found i n ony
other stereo projector.
STANDARD STEREO FORMAT
-Accepn Realist format slides in
glouand cardbwrd mounts up to
seven sprocket sure (24 X 28MM).
DEPENDABLE/SIMPLE OPERATION
- Manual operatton giver the
complete artlst,c control
of dissolve rotes.
NEW CONCEPT CARRIER

- A totolly new concept In slide
carrier design elimtnoter slide
lams. Four precision stainless
steel guide

slides of ony thickness in accurate
focus ond registrat~on.

BRIGHT ILLUMINATION

- Four efficient halogen lamps
provide h19h 119htoutput ot low
wOt'Oge'

USES INTERCAANGEABLE KODAK
PROJECTION LENSES
-Four Kodok flat f ~ e l dprojection
lenses - the stondord of the
aud~o-visuol~ndurtry.
EFFICIENT COOLING
Two quiet fans operbte continuously to cool both s~derof the
slides and the optics.

-

TOP OF PROJECTOR SLIDE STORAGE
- Bu~lt-lnshelves store sl~detrays
on top of prolector for eosy Insertton and removal. Pro(ector user
ecOnOmicOlmemo pad
SOUND SYNC. LIGHT
- A cue light 0" the Proiecfor.
operated from one track of any
two frock tape recorder, signals
the operator to change slides.
EASY LAMP REPLACEMENT

- Htnged cover prov~dereasy

projection lamps.
CONVENIENT LENS CONTROLS
access
-Dual and r~nglefocus controls.
COMPACT
AND LIGHTWEIGHT
conveniently grouped ver+lcal
on0 hornzonfol lens controls.
-L13"xW12xH7"-Wt.24Ib.

This projector is custom made in limited quantities. The current price is... $1695. For ordering
information or addition01 details write:

Brackett Engineering
P.O. BOX 493 E. Sandwich. MA 02537
1.1. (508) 888-2180

*
L

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5 mil Polypropylene
CDV (33/s"x43/a")
CDV POLYESTER 2-mil
POSTCARD (3?h"~5~/s")
4" x 5
STEREO (3K"x7")
STEREO POLYESTER
CABINET (43/a"x7")
5" x 7"
BOUDOIR (5'/z"x8%")
8" x 10"
11" x 14"
16" x 20" (unsealed flap)

per 100: $7
per 100: $9
per 100: $7
per 100: $7
per 100: $8
per 100: 2-mil
per 100: $9
per 50: $6
per 25: $5
per 25: $6
per 10: $6
per 10: $10

case of 1000: $60
case of 1000: $80
case of 1000: $60
case of 1000: $50
case of 1000: $70
$10 or 3-mil $14
case of 1000: $80
case of 1000: $90
case of 500: $70
case of 200: $34
case of 100: $35
case of 100: $90

Russell Norton, P.O. Box 1070. New Haven, CT 06504-1070
SHIPPING: $4 per order. Institutional billing.

A

VINTAGE AMERICANA
Handcrafted wood &
brass repl~cao f original, invented 1859 by

N.Y.S. res~denb

historical booklet & FREE set 3-11stereographic views. O N L Y 549.95. Pedestal
base, $ 1 2.95 (add $3.00 shpg. & hdlg.).
Addl. View Sets Avail, including Victorian Risque, Old West, San krancisco
Earthquake and many more.

To order call toll free (800) 223-6694
T.M. VISUAL INDUSTRIES INC. 212 W.35th St.,N.Y.,N.Y.10001
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For Sale
3-D GLAMOUR SLIDES. See beautiful nude
girls in 3-D! Ten slide sets: $21.00 each. Samples: $3.00 each. Viewer. $5.00. Information:
free. Trading encouraged. D. Cole, PO. Box
5019, Upland, CA. 91785.
PHOTOGRAPHY MAGAZINES from 40s and
50s, with 3 D ads, articles, above average condition, $1.00 price list, also illustrated list of
contemporary stereo by Michael Chikiris,
$2.00,530 E. Ohio St., Pittsburgh, PA. 15212.
STEREO FED instruction book: Xerox copy
of instructions (with English translation) for
new Russian stereo camera Send $3.50 to:
Bruce Hansen, Box 89437, Honolulu, HI.
96830-9437.

-

Q-VU MOUNTS simplify mounting print
stereo views. Sample kit $5, includes view.
AntiquelModlX Styles in Black or Grey
$371100 ppd. Q-VU, 817 East 8th, Holtville, CA.
92250.
REEL 3.D NEWS BACK COPIES: Bound
volume Jan. 1978 through Dec. 1980; best
offer accepted. Mrs. N.C Slade, Jr. 7061 Old
King's Rd. S. M59, Jacksonville, FL. 32217,
(904) 737-1015.
BOOKS by William C Darrah. The World of
Stereographs. Autographed by author. 300
illustrations. Stereo Views, A History of
Stereographs in America, Autographed by
author. Best offer accepted. Mrs. N.C Slade,
Jr., 7061 Old King's Rd. S. M59, Jacksonville,
F L 32217. (904) 737-1015.
SUBSCRIBE to Antique Souvenir Collectors
News. The nationwide for antique souvenirs
of all kinds. Specialize in pictorial souvenirs!
Free ads. $12 for 6 issues. Sample issue $2.
ASCN, Box 562, Great Barrington, MA. 01230.
CLASSIC TEXTS. McKay's "Principles of
Three Dimensional Photography": 1 cy 1st Ed
(1948) $45, 1 cy 1952 ed (autographed by
author) $45,1 cy 1953 ed $35. All in orig dust
jackets and un-marked.
Mel Lawson,
1400 S. Joyce St. (A-513),Arlington, VA. 22202
(ph 703-521-3395).
FIVE DIFFERENT reproduced views. Send
$3.00 and long SASE for sample set of one
each. Tordis llg Isselhardt, Images from the
Past, PO. Box 106, Bennington, VT. 05201.

As part of their membership, NSA members are
ofbred free use of classified advertising. Members
may use 100 words per year, divided into three ads
with a maximum of 35 words per ad. Additional
words and additional ads may be inserted at the rate
of 20a per word. Please indude payments with ads.
We o n not provi,de billings. Deadline is the first day
o f the month preceding publication date. Send ads
tot he National Stereoscopic A.ssociation. PI0. Box
14e101, Columbus, OH. 43214, or call (419)
..-..
927-2930.A rate sheet fur disp~avaas 1s available
upon mquest. Please send a 5,

. ..

For Sale

For Sale

RICHARD VERASCOPE f40 "Lumiscope"
slide viewer. Collectible.Takes 37 x 105mm
mounts only. Battery illuminated. Interocular
and focus adjust. EX cond. In orig. display
box. with 11 f40 mounts (glass missing in 5).
$65. Mel Lawson, 1400 S. Joyce St. (A-513),
Arlington, VA 22202.

MUSEUM QUALITY tinted Southern Pacific
Railroad glass slides by Sunset Photo Engraving: Roosevelt, Oil Wells, Indians, Blacks,
Nudes, Colorado, Yosemite, California, S.F.,
LA., Chinese, Riverside, Kings River. Robert
Sigel, 902 Maple Ave., Ridgefield, N.J. 07657.

VIEW-MASTER REELS, 100 Different,
pre-1958, $85 plus postage. Steve Kruskall,
Box 418, Dover, MA. 02030.
NEW VIEW-MASTER ILLUSTRATED 3-D
BOOK: "3-D Images, A Guide to the 3-D Past
and Its Magic Images 183&1900". Written by
Wim van Keulen. This limited edition comes
with 12 unique View-Master reels. Each reel
covers one theme from 3-D History, among
others "Early Photographic Processes'; "Albumen Positives on Glass", "19th Century
Children': "Staged Scenery on Stereocards';
"Tissue Cards'; "B.K:s Diablerie Tissue
Cards", "The American 3-D Scene'', "19th
Century Stereoscope Development". Available October 1990. Order now by sending
$59.90 to 3-D Book Productions, PO. Box 19,
9530 AA Borger, Netherlands. You will receive
the book immediately after its release. We
send it air mail at no extra charge.

20 YEAR COLLECTION 3000 stereo views.
Mostly: N.Y. City, Phila, N.J., Blacks, Indians,
Westem, All States, Shipping, Occupational,
Transportation, Russia, China, Japan, Ireland,
England, Paris. Bob Sigel, 902 Maple Ave.,
Ridgefield, N.J. 07657.
NlKON SPLIT BEAM STEREO OUTFIT:
Nikon FG (Mint) 50 MM 1.8 E lens, lB, case,
Stereo-Tach adapter, hooded print viewer,
$225.00 G. Sergio, 760 Clawson St., S.I., N.Y.
10306. (718) 979-3107.
COMPLETE PACKAGE DEAL!! Not sold
separately. Nimslo 3-D camera wt flash &
case, Pan Vet viewer wt 2 rolls of slides,
Stereo sound mixer, Reconton Fred II TV
Decoder, JVC Character Generator cg-vGOU,
Commodore Modem 300 model 1660. All
items in Good to Exc. Condition-all for$l70.
plus $20. S.H. and Ins. Call 1-407478-6816-6
pp to 9 pm or write to: T. Rando, 1111 Loxahatchee Dr. #I, WPB, F L 33409.

HOT NY AMATEUR MODELS pose
NudelLinaerie. Original Realist sets shot by
leading 3-'6 glamo;r photog. List + sample
set of 7 different models only $23, $5 for one.
Len Rapoport, 990 6th Ave. - 111 New York,
NY 10018.

TDC Project-or-View, Kodak 3-D camera &
Life-Like Viewer wt case and slide set
"House of Wax" All for $199. plus $20 SH
and Ins. No items sold separately. Call
1-4074786816 - 6 pm to 9 pm.

MAIUPHONE BID AUCTION of a private collection. Many good views from a variety of
topics. Send $2. for catalogue. John Waldsmith, F!O. Box 191, Sycamore, OH. 44882.

MEOPTA reels &viewers. View-Masterformat
made in CzechoslovakiaMany interesting titles in excellent condition. Send long SASE
for list. Mary Ann Sell, 3752 Broadview Drive,
Cincinnati, OH. 45208, (513) 871-1026.

VIEW-MASTER from United States and Europe. 1990 Catalog $1.00. Disney, Showtime,
Religious,Special Subjects, U.S. and Foreign
Travel. Many discontinued packets still available. Worldwide Slides, 7427-NSA Washburn
Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN. 55423.

-

STEREO VIEWER LENSES TWOWedgeshaped lenses, each molded and embodied
in 1 112" square frame. Precisionoptical quality; build, experiment. $7.95 postpaid (USA).
Taylor-Merchant Corp., 212 West 35th Street,
New York, N.Y. 110001.
UNITED STATES Book-boxed Keystone 100
set (19 views missing, total now 81), views
fine, box like new. $95. del'd. Telebinocular
Viewer in orig. book-box; viewer good, box
sound but leather spine badly rubbed and
sm. tear. $50. del'd. Stereo Views signed by
author Wm. Culp Darrah, 1964. Two Points of
View by Harold F. Jenkins, 1957. Both books
fine condition with dust wrappers, both
signed by author. $50ea delVd,orall items in
this adv't $225 del'd. R. Walker, Madison, NH
03849.

-

SLIDE BAR for stereo with 1 camera: $22.50.
Kodak stereo camera, f3.5, cowhide case,
original carton, guide and manual, like new
$135. View-Master3 reel set "South Vietnam':
sealed; $8., View-Master with light attachment $16.347 Star Maps, 8 112 x 10 112,96pp
1989; $18. Art Faner, o
#1
l
1961 Center, Salem,
OR. 97301.
TDC 716 - Excellent Condition, lenses both
clean, both bulbs work. Includes IB, one
manual carrier, No case. First $325, shipping,
take it. Trades considered. Charles Trentelman, 3556 Fowler, Ogden, UT. 84403, (801)
394-0239 Evenings.
STEREO CAMERAS, Viewers & misc. equip
ment for sale. Money back guarantee on
everything Isell. Send LSASE to: Bruce Hansen, Box 89437, Honolulu, HI. 96830 9437.
Will consider trade offers.

-

NEW LIST of stereo equipment and ViewMaster reels. Send SASE for your copy.
Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland,
OR 97225.

Wanted

Trade
AUSTRALIAN VIEWS and 3-D 1050's
comics wanted. For cash or U.S.A. views.
Large stock, No U&U, Kilburn, Keystone
please. All letters answered. Warren
Smythe, 258 Cumberland Rd., Auburn, NSW
2144. Australia.
INDIANS, and 1500 other selected stereo
views in stock. Will tradeonly forMaine flat
mount views any subject or condition.
Write or call for details: Blaine E. Bryant,
864 Bridgton Road, Westbrook, ME. 04092,
(207) 854-4470.

-

RAUMBILD ALBUM - "Der Kampf im
Western1'-complete in old German lettering and View-Master reels Belgium etc.
For trade or sale. I need descriptive books
for Underwood etc. and erotic views. John
Norman, Belfort Str. 19,7800 Freiburg, West
Germany.

-

SPUTNIK 6 x 13 cm Stereo Camera for 120
film in Excellent condition. Will trade for
camera(s)or viewer(s). Send offer to: Bruce
Hansen, Box 89437, Honolulu, HI.
96830-9437. All letters will be answered.
INTERESTED in sharing information andlor
tradinglselling views of Yellowstone Park
and related views, interested in cataloging
same. Bob Berry, #7 Deerfield, Huntsville,
TX. 77340.

Wanted
ATLANTA STEREOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION (Camera Club) information in Atlanta, Georgia area. Contact View-Mistress
Cynthia Morton at (404) 876-6931, or Larry
Moor at (404) 493-7052 for membership information or other details.
WILL PAY TOP PRICES for the following:
Kindar close-up lenses, Rolleidoscope 6 x
13, Realist Custom, DeWijs 2 x 2 viewer, instruction sheets for Exaktastereo lenses,
glass stereo views (amateur & professional), stereo daguerreotypes, unusual viewers
(all-formats), European format slide
mounts (large quantities preferred), GA-50
viewer, all multiple slide viewers. Send
description & price to: Bruce Hansen, Box
89437, Honolulu, HI. 96830-9437. Get paid
before you ship.
FLORIDASTEREOSof historical value, especially Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainesville. Price and describe or send on
approval, highest prices paid for pre-1890
views. No St. Augustine. Hendriksen, P.O.
Box 21153, Kennedy Space Center, F L 32815.
COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century images (Cased, stereo CDV, Cabinet &
large paper). Bill Lee, 8658s. Gladiator Way,
Sandy UT. 84094. Specialties: Western,
Locomotives, photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, ships, Utah &
Occupational.
VIEW-MASTER: All (mintlstill sealed)3-reel
packets in cellophane and "Atlas of Human
Anatomy" reels & books. Daniel Skop, 128
Ninth Ave., N. Tonawanda, N.Y. 14120, (716)
693-6699.

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS. TOD~ r i c e Daid.
s
Also
Michigan and mining 1 ihe 3 MS. Many
views available for trade. Leonard Walle,
49525 W. Seven Mile, Northville, MI. 48167,
(313) 348-9145.
LANSING, MI memorabiliaof all types including stereo views, photos, post cards,
advertising, catalogs, etc. Permanent want
by collector. David R. Caterino, 9879 Bismark Hwy., Vermontville, MI. 49096.
I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS: Stereo
views, cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post cards, albums and photographs taken before 1920. Also interested
in xeroxes of Arizona stereographs and
photos for research, will pay postage and
copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E. Del Rio
Dr., Tempe, AZ. 85282.
COLORADO PHOTOGRAPHS: Stereo
views, cabinets, CDVs, large photos, glass
negatives, photo albums, books with real
photographs, collections and single photographs. My specialties: Colorado,
locomotives, trains, towns, street scenes,
mining, farming, occupational, stage
coaches, and freight wagons. Also will
trade mint set of the first editions of
Volumes I,IIand Ill of The Mineral Beltseries, matched numbered and autographed.
The books are large deluxe 8 112" x 11"
page size and 416 pages each. And contain
hundreds of pictures from stereo views
helping to authentically illustrate the
books in sepia tone and Black & white, also
more modern colorviews a hundred years
of time between exposures. A spectacular
pictorial history of the Central Colorado
area covering the mining industry, towns
and the narrow gauge railroads that served
them. David S. Digerness, 4953 Perry St.,
Denver, CO. 80212-2630.
BELPLASCA, Verascope, Realist needed
by 3-D glamour photog. for upcoming mens
mag shoot. Will pay fair price for good condition equip. Let me know what you have.
Call Len Rapoport, (212) 564-1550.
STEREO REALIST slide storage cases,
chests, and files in Exc. or better condition.
(Must contain Realist logo.) Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR. 97225. (503)
297-7653.
ALASKA AND KLONDIKE stereo views;
also Daguerreotype, Ambrotype &Tintype
stereos. Send copies, descriptions, prices,
Thanks! Robert Kina. 3800 Coventrv Drive.
Anchorage, AK. 9967.
LONG ISLAND, NY collector seeking any
and all stereo views marked Long lsiand.
Also will buy quality LI real photo post
cards. Material Seldom Refused. Joe Trapani, 611 Haig Street, Baldwin, NY 11510.
SHAKER PHOTOS. All formats. Please
send Xerox copy with price to: Richard
Brooker. 36 Fair Street 812. Cold S~rinas.
. -.
N.Y. io5i6.
JOHN ROGERS stereo cards wanted of the
Photographer and School Days. A. Merlo,
3025 Spring St., Racine, WI. 53405, (414)
634-0734.
SOCCERlBlLLlARDSlPOOL. Any stereo
views, photos or paraphernalia.Any condition. Les Jones, 56 Leuty Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4E 3L1, (416) 691-1555.

Wanted
SAWYER, GAF & VMI (mintlstill sealed)
3-reel packets in cellophane. Also, "Atlas of
Human Anatomy" complete set of reels &
books. Must be mintlexcellent. Daniel
Skop, 128 Ninth Ave., N. Tonawanda, N.Y.
14120.
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN stereo views
and early photos, books and plat maps. I
also collect all-wood stereo cameras and
pre-1880 photography books. Dave Gorski,
1325 Garfield Ave., Waukesha, W1_53186>
ILLINOISAND MISSOURI stereo views. Especially views of Quincy, Illinois. Pleasedescribe and price or send on approval. Will
also trade for Illinois and Missouri views.
PhilipGermann,Box 195, Quincy, lL.62306.
REDUFOCUS Wide-Angle lens for Realist
or Kodak stereo. Garv Patterson. 1705 HolIy St.. Longview. ~ ~ . j 5 6 0 2 . '
CIVIL WAR VIEWS. Also Chattanooga.
Lookout Mtn., Milwaukee, or winsconsin
views. Send descriptions and pricing to:
Steye Tuchalski, Milwaukee, WI. 53208_
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND (P.E.I.) Canada
-any subject and Halifax, NovaScotia, especially explosion of 1917. Kyler Bowness,
Kensington R.R. #6, F!E.I., CanadaCOBJMQ
VISTA-STEREO REALIST Table Top Viewer.
D. Smekal, 1765 Rosebery Ave., West Vancouver, British CoI~mbia,Canada~V'-V~2Z5~
NEW MEMBER wants views taken by R.E.
Wood, Santa Cruz, Ca. Views are of Bodie,
Ca. but may not be identified as such. Larw Poaa. 320 Keene Ct.. Turlock. CA. 95380.
@09) 632-7165 eves.
TOURIST VIEWS of EavDt. Snai and Palestine by Strong & ~ o t t & r . other flat views.
Highest prices paid. Bert Zuckerman, 59
Overlook Dr., Amherst, MA. 01002.
STEREO VIEWS or photographs of any format showing street cars in Scranton, PA.or
Scranton area. Charles Wrobleski. Box 663.
PA28501.
Scranton,
.
.STEREOS AND PHOTOS on Mideast and
Far East wanted. M.B. Alwan, P.O. Box 391,
Cambridae, MU2141.
ILLINGWORTH VlEWS fo Custer's 1874
Black Hills Expedition. Other Custer related views, CDVs, 7th Cav. Indians. Don
Schwarck, 1159\lassar, South Lyon, MI. 48178.
CHESS stereos, ambrotypes, daguerreotypes, tintypes, post cards, letters, etc. of
chess players. J.G. Kramer, FO. Box 6111, Lehigh Valley, PA. 18001.
'
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3-D TV I S HERE!

GET HIGH DEFINITION QUALITY
FROM YOUR HOME TV!

Letters
(Continued from page 3)
tific" emulsions of very low turbidity.
A direct camera exvosure would
be reversed, of coursi, and would be
"one of a k i n d in the same sense as
any positive image. Today, slides are
routinely copied via "dupe" processes. Against the disadvantages of
such low speed that normal snapshot photography would be very
difficult, are three advantages accruing from avoidance of dyes. First,
only a single silver layer is needed as
against chromogenic film's multilayers. Second, as a black and white
film, archival permanence is assured. Third, within the limitations
of current panchromatic sensitization, the colors viewed under suitable illumation ought to be very
close to a perfect rendition.
Jay K. Klein
Bridgeport, NY m

MOM12001
HOME 3-D THEATRETM
mPtOm.
TO CAPTURE THE MAGIC OF 3-D ON
YOUR HOMETV, you will need a 3-DT V
StereoVisorrM.
and a Model 2001
~ t e r e o ~ r i v ePlua
r ~ ~the
. StereoVisor. 1
power supply and thevideo out from
your VCR into the StereoDriver. Put
vour 3-D videota~ein the VCR turn - down the lights and enioy fanistic 3-~!:.
Each StereoDriver can be used with four
or more pairs of StereoVisorsby using stereo
mini plug splitters.

u

VIDEOTAPE

STEREODRIVERTM

SCIENCE FICTION
Cat Women of the Moon (1953) (G)
Stereo extension cord @ $14.95
The Zoo (1966) (PG)
Stereo Mini Plug Spliiter @ $3.95
Hideous Mutant (1976)(PG)
3D for h e 2 1 st Centvry (40 pages)@ $5
WESTERN
Professional Products Brochure (Info. on
Oudow Territory (1 953)(G)
Stereo Camera Swikher, Stereo Camera
ADVENTURE
Lens, Stereo Video Projection, Wireless
Rising Sun (1 973)(PG)
Stereovisor) FREE
ADULTS
3-DTVT-shirt(Colorfvl3-DNlogo w/
First Kisses (1972)(R)
collage of classic 3-D movies posters)
Hawaiian Fantasy (1 976)(R)
Specify Sizes (Men's only), S, M, L, or
Political Pleasures (1975)(R)
XL). $20.00
VHS Tapes @ $49.95
The Stewardesses(1969)(R)
BETA @ $59.95
Criminals (1973)(R)
Sexcalibur (1982)(XM)
8MM @ $59.95
Super VHS Stereo @ $69.95
Chambermaids(1 972)(R)
MISCELLANEOUS
SUBTOTAL
The World of 3D (1 989)(G) $49.95
Sales Tax (7%in CA only)
3D Teaser Vol. 1 (PG) $29.95 (Clips
Postage ($6 / 3D Theatre; $10 / 3D
Theatre for 2, $2 per tape or accessory
from 3D movies)
item).
Bill and Coo (1947)(G)- the all-bird
COD - cash or money orders.
classic "Solidized" $29.95
ALLOW 6 M E K S FOR PERSONALCHECKS TO CLEAR
Som Space (1954) (G) Animated,
10 minutes, $19.95
-TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED
3-0 Computer Graphics (1990) 20 min.
U"fo"hJ"atelYt we are cuwe"flY unable to accept
video games-super-computers!$19.95
credit card purchases.
TRAILERS
2D Trailers for 3D Movies - 22 rare
Name (print)
trailers (50 minutes) (PG) $39.95
Sheet
"Solidized" 2D Trailers for 3D Movies
(50 minutes) (PG) $39.95
City
State
Zip

NEW TITLES AVAILABLE SOON!

CHECK LIST
Home 3-DTheatre @ $189.95
(1 StemDriver, 1 Stereovisor, 1 Movie)
Home 3-DTheatre for 2 @ $269.95
(1 StereoDriver, 2 StereoVisors, 2 Movies)
Stereovisor @ $49.95
StereoDriver @ $149.95
40
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Phone (-

.

)

I am over 21 (sign)
PRICES AN0 AVAllABlllN SUBJECITO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

3-D TV CORPORATION
Box 13059 San Rafael, CA 94913-3059
415/479/3516 FAX: 415/479/3316

August 27 - Sept. 1

(TN)

National Convention, Photographic
Society of America, Nashville, TN.
Contact Richard Frieders, 1305 Foxglove Dr., Batavia, IL 60510.

September 9

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show,
Community Fire House #1, Parish
Dr., Wayne, NJ. Contact SSCS, 25
Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ
07403. Call 201-838-4301.

September 9

(CAI

Pasadena Antique, Collectible and
Usable Camera Show & Sale,
Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 Dolorado
Blvd., Pasadena, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Trade Shows,
Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90405.
Call 213-396-9463.

September 15

(CAI

September 23

Setpember 23

October 7

(CA)

September 23

(IL)

Chicagoland's Camera and Photo
Show, Holiday Inn, Rolling
Meadows, IL. Contact Chicagoland,
Box 72695. Roselle. IL 60172. Call
708-894-2406.

Ohio Camera Swap, 68
Shadybrook, Armory, Cincinnati,
OH. Contact Bill Bond, 8910 Cherry, Blue Ash, OH 45242. Call
513-891-5266.

September 16

(CAI

Buena Park Camera Swap Meet, Sequoia Club, 7530 Orangethorpe
Ave., Buena Park, CA. Call
714-786-8183 or 786-6644.

September 22

(CA)

1990 Monterey/Carmel Camera
Show & Sale, Carmel Mission Inn,
3665 Rio Road, Carmel, CA. Contact G. Lash, 231 Market Place
#379, San Ramon, CA 94583. Call
415-828-1797.

September 22,23

(TX)

28th Semi-Annual Houston Camera
Show & Sale, Holiday Inn, Hobby
Airport, Houston, TX. Contact
Leonard Hart, c/o The Heights Gallery, 1438 Herkimer, Houston, TX
77008. Call 713-868-9606.

I

October 7

17th Lansing Gigantic Camera &
Computer ~lhow,505 W. Allegan,
Lansing, MI. Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

(MI)

1

October 13

(CA)

September 23

September 15,16

September 29,30

September 30

October 6

(MI)

(CAI

Pasadena Antique, Collectible and
Usable Camera Shoe & Sale. (See
Sept. 9.)

October 7

October 13

(CA)

Giant Grand Rapids Camera &
Computer Show, Stadium Arena,
Grand Rapids, MI. Contact Photorama USA. 20219 Mack Ave..
Grosse Point Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

October 7

San Diego Camera Show & Sale, Albahr Shrine Temple, 5440 Kearny
Mesa Rd., San Diego, CA. Contact
Anton at Bargain Camera Trade
Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica,
CA 90405. Call 213-396-9463.

(OH)

Riverside Clasic Camera Show and
Sale, Riverside Convention Center,
Riverside, CA. Contact Anton at
Bargain Camera Trade Shows, Box
5352, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Call
213-396-9463.

(OR)

Oregon's Focal Point Camera Show.
Contact Mike Lowery c/o Focal
Point Photography, 211 E. Ellendale,
Dallas, OR 97338. Call
503-623-6300.

1

October 14

(MI)

Metro Detroit Camera Show, Millwright's Hall, Warren, MI. Contact
Sam Vinegar, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236.
Call 313-884-2243.

October 14

(CA)

6th Santa Monica Camera Show &
Sale, Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, Santa Monica, CA. Contact
Anton at Bargain Camera Trade
Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica,
CA 90406. Call 213-396-9463.

(n) October 14

North Florida Camera Show, Ramada Inn South, Jacksonville, FL. Contact John Reaves, 904-733-1941.

(W. Germany)

Cologne Photo Fair, Cologne, Fed.
Rep. of Germany. Held during this
year's "Photokina." Stadthalle KoinMulheim (town hall), Wiener Platz,
Cologne, W-Germany. Antique and
classic photo equipment, images and
books from over ZOO tables. Contact
B: Grahnei, Schwinningstr. 77, 5100
AACHEN, Fed. Rep. of Germany.

Hayward, CA Camera Swap, Centennial Hall, 22292 Foothill Blvd.,
Hayward, CA. Contact G. Lash,
231 Market Place Ste. 379, San Ramon, CA 94583. Call 415-828-1797.

Barone Camera Swap Meet, Holiday Inn (Crystal City) Arlington,
Va. Contact Camera Swap Meet, c/o
Barone & Co.. Box 18043. Oxon
Hill, Md. 207'45. Call 703-768-2231.

21st Detroit Photorama USA, Dearborn Civic Center, Dearborn, MI.
Contact Photorama USA, 20219
Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

(MA)

Boston Antique Photographic Image
Show! Park Plaza Hotel Howard
Johnson, 200 Stuart St. Park Sq.,
Boston, MA. Contact Russell Norton, Box 1070 New Haven, CT.
06504. Call 203-562-7800.

Culver City Camera Show & Sale,
Vetrans Memorial Auditorium, Culver City, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Trade Shows, Box
5352, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Call
213-396-9463.

(MI)

October 7

(OH)

Cleveland Super Used Camera
Show & Model Shoot, Holiday Inn,
Strongsville, OH. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236.
Call 313-884-2243.

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show. (See
Sept. 9.) m

San Xavier del Bac Mission Church b y Rothrock, 1877, published c. 1880. (Courtesy of
Arizona Historical Society Library, Tucson). From the Arizona Landmarks series by Bruce
Hooper on page 14.

